CALL FOR ENTRIES FIVC 2017 IS CLOSED
We are very grateful and happy for the good welcome we’ve had, once again…!!

In its fifth call, the International Videodance Festival of Chile FIVC, we have received works from
all continents of our beautiful planet, fantastic productions of FILMDANCE and VIDEODANCE,
DOCUMENTARY with content, pieces of FILM AND EXPERIMENTAL VIDEO, exploring the media
and supports from the necessary margins to keep alive the creation of audiovisual dance.
In the same way, we have received many works by Chilean artists, which makes us even happier
thinking that the 9 years, when FIVC was born, even before, with diffusion projects since 2004,
have gradually contributed to the development of dance and videos in national film.
FIVC was born from an artistic interest and by artists, and that's why the festival has been raised
for years only with the passion of our artistic practice, honest and unpretentious, with the support
of some institutions. Today we recognize that we have done a good job on seeing the influences
that have generated FIVC in Chile. together with some artists who forged this language in the
early years of 2000, which today allows us to talk about: "Screendance", "Videodance",
"Dancefilm", "Dance for camera", “Cinema of dance”, like categories understood by all.
FIVC is the first Latin American Festival to generate collaborative strategies between artists and
the Festival, to promote a fee - as symbolic payment of "Copyright" - from the participation of
artists reverted to the same creators, which together with our entire national and international
management, exploits the values of cooperation and non-competition, which are the values, that
inspire our project.
We are also grateful to our colleagues from festivals around the world, our Ibero-American
Network of Videodance REDIV, and the various media that have broadcast our 2017
announcement.

Thank you all for participating, and have a virtual hug!

Brisa MP
Artistic Director FIVC
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